It was a great pleasure to welcome the ALPS delegation (Austrian Leadership Programs [www.alps.or.at]) with 20 start-ups from all over the world at the Softwarepark Hagenberg yesterday. Together with the FH Oberösterreich Campus Hagenberg, the Pre-Seed-Accelerator Hagenberg and the young start-up OCTAV we presented the concept and the start-up scene of the Softwarepark Hagenberg.

In the ALPS program the international start-ups get to know the Austrian technology, economy for further cooperations and business contacts. Moreover it was a honor for us to host the guests with Vice Rector Univ.-Prof. DI Dr. Alexander Egyed MSc (Johannes Kepler Universität - JKU) and Kristina Radan M.A.P .S. (Office Vice-Governor Michael Strugl).

Finally Univ.-Prof. Dr. Peter Paule, Director of RISC - Research Institute for Symbolic Computation, presented his institute during a tour through the Hagenberg Castle.

Thanks Österreichisches Außenministerium for this opportunity and the great day!

#ALPsaustria #SoftwareparkHagenberg #start-ups #Austria